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I am choosing to focus on the progressive tense io Spanish,

specifically with regards to the present progressive tense. There is

obviously a disagreement as to when a student should learn this and at

what level of proficiency a student needs to be at in which to be educated

on this grammatical feature. The ACTFL guidelines tell us that the present

progressive tense should be monitored or at least seen in a persons speech

at the Advanced Plus level. This grammatical feature is not even

mentioned unti l a student is one level below the Superior level. This is

ironic because in many first year texts the present progressive is one of

the first tenses that are taught ir Spanish language courses in both high-

school and college. In the first year high-school text entit led Dime Uno

written by McDougal Littell, the book introduces the concept of present

progressive in the l2th chapter midway through the first year of Spanish.

This may seem like a long way into the course but even though the course

does not comply with the ACTFL guidelines, it seems to attempt to bring

the first year student only to an Intermediate Low or maybe Mid level.

The text book is grammar driven and this can be seen in the way that it

emphasizes structure over proficiency. Whe[ it talks about a specific
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grammatical feature it attempts to explain it in its entirety. This can be

seen in the way it teaches the verb "estar." It goes into gleat detail as to

the differences between "ser" and "estar" as well as showing how to use

"estar" with other adjectives then going straight into the present

progressive tense. According to the ACTFL guidelines students should

only be using regular present tense vgrbs somgwhat regularly and just

beginning the concept of using a few past tenses. But the present

progressive tense is not even mentioned unti l probably second year. It

seems as though Dime is geared more towards writ ing the language and

uIIderstanding the grammar, rather than being proficiency based and

geared towards speaking as well.

This was a great excercize, because it allowed me to compare the

ACTFL guidelines with not only a first year high school text that is

grammar oriented, but also with my first year college text which claims is

proficiency orient€d. Como waits unti l the v€ry last chapter to just touch

on and mention the present progressive tense. It attempts to follow right

along with the ACTFL proficiency guidelines only adding small "bites" of

grammar that coincide the students abil ity to produce the language.

As one can see, the chart below gives a rundown of the ACTFL

guidelines with special emphasis on verbs unti l the progressive tense rs

mentioned. The second two columns show the flow of grammar at the

targeted level of proficiency throughout the first years of Spanish. On

appearance, the two texts coincide although in reality with Djlqg every
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grammar section is thoroughly studied down to the detail whereas the

text touches, and then comes back to the topic in more detail laterComo

on. The present proglessiv€ tense is mentioned halfway through the year

with the Di!49 text whe[ it is introduced as part of the verb estar. The

progressive tense in gplqq is only presented at the very end and therefore

does not have much emphasis placed on it.

I have several theories as to way the present progr€ssive tense is so

widely debated as to where it should appear in a Spanish t€xtbook. One

reason as to why it should be introduced early on in a learner's education

is because it is such an easy concept to grasp as well as it is used very

often in the English language. The only problem here is that this is

precisely the reason why it is not emphasized unti l later in the eplqq text.

The reason for this is that the present progressive tense in Spanish is also

expressed using the regular present tense. lnstead of  "El  esta

estudiando." ,  one could say "El  estudia".  Actual ly many non-nat ive

speakers when learning the progressive tense early on, tend to misuse it

by overusing it, and therefore don't use the regular present t€nse

correctly. In Spanish it is only used when giving ernphasis or raising

your voice. This in turn would clarify the reasoning as to why the ACTFL

guidelines don't mention the use of the progressive tense unti l much later

in the development of the student when they reach Advanced Plus.

This exercise in grammar mapping has caused me to better

understand the ACTFL guidelines and the strategies involved when
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writing a text book. It has caused me to become more critical in my own

teaching and to also value a more proficiency orient€d toaching style

rather thao a grammar oriented style.
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